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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Molecular beacons represent a new family of
fluorescent probes for nucleic acids, and have
found broad applications in recent years due to
their unique advantages over traditional probes.
Detection of nucleic acids using molecular beacons
has been based on hybridization between target
molecules and molecular beacons in a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio. The stoichiometric hybridization, however, puts an intrinsic limitation on detection
sensitivity, because one target molecule converts
only one beacon molecule to its fluorescent form.
To increase the detection sensitivity, a conventional
strategy has been target amplification through
polymerase chain reaction. Instead of target amplification, here we introduce a scheme of signal
amplification, nicking enzyme signal amplification,
to increase the detection sensitivity of molecular
beacons. The mechanism of the signal amplification
lies in target-dependent cleavage of molecular
beacons by a DNA nicking enzyme, through which
one target DNA can open many beacon molecules,
giving rise to amplification of fluorescent signal. Our
results indicate that one target DNA leads to
cleavage of hundreds of beacon molecules, increasing detection sensitivity by nearly three orders of
magnitude. We designed two versions of signal
amplification. The basic version, though simple,
requires that nicking enzyme recognition sequence
be present in the target DNA. The extended version
allows detection of target of any sequence by
incorporating rolling circle amplification. Moreover,
the extended version provides one additional level
of signal amplification, bringing the detection limit
down to tens of femtomolar, nearly five orders of
magnitude lower than that of conventional hybridization assay.

Molecular beacons are a novel class of probes that
ﬂuoresce upon hybridization with target nucleic acids (1).
A molecular beacon is a hairpin-shaped single-stranded
oligonucleotide that is labeled with a ﬂuorophore at one
end and a quencher at the other end. By itself in
solution, the oligonucleotide adopts a stem-and-loop
structure. The loop portion is a probe sequence that is
complementary to a target sequence. Flanking the loop
are two short, target-unrelated, complementary arm
sequences that form the stem by intramolecular base
pairing. The stem holds the ﬂuorophore and quencher
close to each other, quenching the ﬂuorescence of the
ﬂuorophore. In the presence of target nucleic acids, the
loop portion hybridizes to the target, and forms a probetarget hybrid that is longer and more stable than the
short stem. During hybridization, the beacon molecule
goes through a conformational change, from the hairpin
shape to a more rigid, rod-like double helix, and the two
arms are forced to move away from each other. As a
result, the ﬂuorophore and quencher are separated from
each other, restoring the ﬂuorescence. Thus, an increase
in the ﬂuorescence of molecular beacons reports directly
the presence of a target nucleic acid, and there is no need
to separate the unhybridized probes from the hybridized
ones. This ‘switching-on’ working feature makes molecular beacons useful for the detection of nucleic acids in
homogeneous solution and in living cells, where hybridized and unhybridized probes are not separable. The
hairpin-shaped structure also confers molecular beacons
another feature, the high speciﬁcity in recognizing the
target sequence, which makes it possible to discriminate
even a single base mismatch (1,2). These two features,
especially the ‘‘switching on’ working mode, attributes to
the fast growing number of applications of molecular
beacons in recent years.
The miscellaneous applications of molecular beacons
can be categorized into two basic types: indirect detection
that relies on target ampliﬁcation, and direct detection
without target ampliﬁcation. For indirect detection, the
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most commonly used target ampliﬁcation technique is
polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Combining PCR with
molecular beacons leads to one type of real-time PCR (3).
Using real-time PCR, various pathogens, such as HIV,
and nucleic acids from diﬀerent sources have been detected
(4–12); gene mutation and single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) have been characterized (13–16). By synthesizing
beacons with diﬀerent ﬂuorophores, real-time PCR can be
conducted in multiplex formats so that multiple genes can
be quantiﬁed in the same tube (5,6,13,17). Besides PCR,
other techniques, such as nucleic acids sequence-based
ampliﬁcation (NASBA), have also been used to amplify the
targets (18–22). For direct detection, molecular beacons
can directly identify DNA/RNA in solution, on surfaces,
and in live cells. Solution-based detection is the most
convenient one, and the results showed nice reproducibility
as well as good linear relationship between target
concentration and ﬂuorescence intensity (23,24). Surfacebased detection has been practiced in order to develop new
types of sensors and microarrays, for which the traditional
washing step is eliminated (25,26). Although living cellbased detection is challenging, recent results are starting to
provide information on messenger RNA distribution and
translocation inside individual living cells, and engineered
messenger RNA can be followed at single molecule level in
real time by inserting many beacon-binding sites along one
RNA molecule (27–31). As a comparison between the two
detection formats, indirect detection provides higher
sensitivity through target ampliﬁcation, while direct detection oﬀers simplicity and convenience as well as the
opportunity to detect the target in instances where target
ampliﬁcation seems impossible, as in living cells.
Irrespective of the diﬀerence, both detection formats have
shown that molecular beacons hold great potential as
excellent probes for nucleic acids. It is interesting to notice
that, although molecular beacons were originally developed
to probe nucleic acids, recent years have observed the
application of molecular beacons in protein detection
(32,33). Especially, the integration between aptamers and
molecular beacons has enabled the identiﬁcation of speciﬁc
proteins (34–36). Driven by these applications, the structure
of molecular beacons has evolved in diﬀerent ways. For
example, quantum dots have been adopted as ﬂuoropore to
increase the brightness (37). Gold nano-particles and
multiple quencher oligomers have been used to lower the
background (38,39). PNA, locked DNA and 2-O-methyl
oligoribonucleotides have been practiced to replace DNA
for the synthesis of molecular beacons to enhance their
resistance to DNA nucleases so as to facilitate RNA
imaging in live cells (29–31,40–45).
Despite of the variety of applications and the evolvement of the structure of molecular beacons, one basic
principle behind the detection of nucleic acids remains
unchanged: the generation of a ﬂuorescent signal is based
on hybridization between target molecules and molecular
beacons in a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio. Under this principle,
one target causes only one beacon molecule to open to
ﬂuoresce. While the 1:1 stoichiometry in hybridization
provides an excellent linearity for target quantitation,
it also sets a limitation for the sensitivity of detection,
because the number of beacon molecules one target

molecule can open cannot exceed one. Normally, molecular beacons are sensitive enough for direct quantitation
of nucleic acids down to nanomolar range (23,24); to
detect lower concentration, however, a target ampliﬁcation technique, usually PCR, is needed.
Recently, two novel approaches for signal ampliﬁcation
have been exploited in an attempt to improve the
sensitivity of molecular beacons in the absence of target
ampliﬁcation (46,47). In both approaches, the structures
of the molecular beacons were integrated with certain
catalytic DNAzymes in such a way that the DNAzymes
were not activated until the target DNA hybridized to the
molecular beacon. The enzymes can convert substrate
molecules into product molecules that have either
ﬂuorescence or unique UV absorption. One target DNA
can activate one enzyme molecule, and the latter can
catalyze many cycles of conversions, leading to an
accumulation of optical signals. Therefore, enzymatic
signal ampliﬁcation is involved in both methods. This
contrasts with traditional stoichiometric molecular beacons that give out only one signal (one opened beacon) in
response to one hybridization event. In principle, signal
ampliﬁcation should mean that the two methods’ sensitivity is signiﬁcantly higher than that of stoichiometric
beacons. However, both approaches showed sensitivity
similar to or even lower than that of stoichiometric
beacons, with 2 nM of target detectible for the ﬁrst
method (46), and 200 nM for the second (47). The low
sensitivity is mainly due to the low turnover number of the
enzymes, high background ﬂuorescence of the substrates
and residue activity of the enzymes in the absence of target
molecules (46,47).
Here we take advantage of the DNA nicking enzymes
to create a new signal-amplifying mechanism, nicking
enzyme signal ampliﬁcation (NESA), to increase the
sensitivity of molecular beacons. In NESA, ﬂuorescent
signal is ampliﬁed through target-dependent cleavage of
molecular beacons, by which one target DNA leads to the
opening of many beacons. Signal ampliﬁcation brings
about signiﬁcant increase in the sensitivity of DNA
detection. We introduced two versions of NESA, basic
and extended. Basic NESA allows the detection of DNA
in the picomolar range, increasing detection sensitivity by
about three orders of magnitude, as compared to
conventional hybridization assay. Extended NESA was
developed by integrating basic NESA with rolling circle
ampliﬁcation (RCA). Extended NESA further boosts the
sensitivity by nearly two orders of magnitude, lowering
detection limit down to the femtomolar range.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents and instruments
All enzymes and buﬀers were purchased from New
England Biolabs. Molecular beacons and DNA oligonucleotides for NESA, hybridization and RCA assays were
synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies; all other
oligonucleotides were from MWG Biotech. Fluorescence
detection was conducted on either a spectroﬂuorometer
(SPEX Fluolog-3, Horiba Jobin Yvon) or a real-time PCR
machine (MX3000, Stratagene).
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Molecular beacon and oligonucleotides for basic NESA
and hybridization assays
Molecular beacon 1: 50 -/FAM/GCACGC TAGATGAGT
CCGTC#CTGCTGCGTGC/DABCYL/-30 . The bold letters at the two ends represent the sequence of the beacon
arms; the underlined bold letters are the recognition
sequence of N.BstNB I, and the arrow indicates the
nicking position. The beacon is labeled with a ﬂuorophore, FAM, at the 50 end, and a quencher, DABCYL, at
the 30 end. Both labeled moieties were conjugated to the
beacon via a C6 linker. Target DNA: 50 -AGCAGGAC
GGACTCAT-30 . Arbitrary sequence of DNA as negative
Target
control:
50 -GGAGAGAAGAGGGAAA-30 .
sequences with single base mismatches, as indicated by
underlined letters, are shown below:
a: 50 -AGCAGGACGGACTGAT-30
b: 50 -AGCAGGACGGAGTCAT-30
c: 50 -AGCAGGAGGGACTCAT-30
d: 50 -AGGAGGACGGACTCAT-30
e: 50 -AGCAGGACGGACTCAA-30
f: 50 -TGCAGGACGGACTCAT-30
Molecular beacon and oligonucleotides for RCA and
extended NESA assays
Molecular beacon 2: 50 -/Cy5/GCGA GTCCGTCCTGCT
mUmCmGmC/BHQ_2/-30 . Bold letters represent the bases
in the two arms of the beacon; ‘m’ stands for 2-O-methyl
modiﬁcation on the sugar ring. The beacon is labeled with
Cy5 at the 50 end and Black Hole Quencher 2 at the 30 end,
respectively, via a ﬂexible C6 linker. Both the loop and 50
arm are used for hybridization with the RCA product.
Padlock probe for RCA: 50 -/5Phos/CCTCCCATCATAT
TAAAGGCTTTCTCATTGTTgcgagtccgtcctgctAAGTG
ACCTTCTAGTTCCGTCCATACTAAGGCATTCTGG
AAACAT -30 . The 40 bold letters at both ends represent
the target-binding sequence; underlined letters stand for
primer-binding sequence; sequence in lower case letters are
identical to the sequence of the 50 arm and the loop of
molecular beacon 2. Primer: 50 - ATG TTT CCA GAA
TGC CTT AGT ATG GAC GGA ACT AGA AGG T -30 .
Target DNA: 50 - GCC TTT AAT ATG ATG GGA GGA
TGT TTC CAG AAT GCC TTA G -30 . Two DNA of
random sequences: R1, 50 -GTGAG CATAC TTAAT
CCAGC CTACG TGACA CAGTG CAATG; R2, 50 -AG
CAT ACTTA ATCCA AAAATT GTCAG ACAGT
GTTAC TCAGC. Target sequences with single base
mismatches, as indicated by underlined letters, are
shown below:
-2: 50 -GCCTT TAATA TGATG GGACG ATGTT
TCCAG AATGC CTTAG-30
-1: 50 -GCCTT TAATA TGATG GGAGC ATGTT
TCCAG AATGC CTTAG-30
1: 50 -GCCTT TAATA TGATG GGAGG TTGTT
TCCAG AATGC CTTAG-30
2: 50 -GCCTT TAATA TGATG GGAGG AAGTT
TCCAG AATGC CTTAG-30
3: 50 -GCCTT TAATA TGATG GGAGG ATCTT
TCCAG AATGC CTTAG-30
4: 50 -GCCTT TAATA TGATG GGAGG ATGAT
TCCAG AATGC CTTAG-30
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Basic NESA assay
Each reaction was followed by recording over time the
ﬂuorescence intensity of the reaction mixture. The excitation and emission wavelengths were 488 nm and 520 nm,
respectively. In Figure 2a, ﬂuorescence intensity was
recorded in four stages. In the ﬁrst stage, 162 ml of water
and 20 ml of NEB buﬀer 3 (10) was added to a
ﬂuorescence cuvette, and mixed by pipetting. The cuvette
was placed into the sample holder of a spectroﬂuorometer
(SPEX Fluolog-3, Horiba Jobin Yvon). The sample holder
was preheated up to 558C with a circulating water bath,
and the cuvette was left in the sample holder for about
6 min until the temperature of the solution inside the
cuvette reached 558C. Fluorescence intensity was recorded
for about 5 min as the background of buﬀer. In the second
stage, 4 ml of molecular beacon 1 (10 mM) was added, and
ﬂuorescence intensity was recorded for about 5 min as the
background of the beacon solution. In the third stage, 4 ml
of target DNA (20 mM) was added, and ﬂuorescence
intensity was monitored to follow the hybridization
process until the ﬂuorescence intensity reached a plateau.
In the ﬁnal stage, 10 ml of N.BstNB I (10 U/ml) was added,
and the ﬂuorescence intensity was monitored to track the
nicking reaction until the ﬂuorescence intensity plateaued.
The ﬁnal reaction volume was 200 ml, and the ﬁnal
concentrations of the reaction components were 50 mM
Tris–HCl (pH 7.9 at 258C), 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2,
1 mM DTT (dithiothreitol), 200 nM molecular beacon 1,
400 nM target DNA and 0.5 U/ml N.BstNB I, respectively.
Each time a component was added, the cuvette was taken
out of the sample holder, the component added, the
solution mixed by pipetting three times and the cuvette put
back into the sample holder. Adding a component took
about 15 s, which corresponds to the gap between
neighboring stages in the plotted time course. In
Figure 2a, the ﬂuorescence intensity in the ﬁrst stage
(background of buﬀer) was not shown, and the background of the buﬀer had already been accounted for and
subtracted from the subsequent stages when the data was
plotted. For Figure 2b, the experimental procedures were
the same as those for Figure 2a except for one change: the
concentration of the target DNA in the stock solution
decreased from 20 mM to 100 nM. As a result, the ﬁnal
concentration of the target DNA decreased from 400 to
2 nM. In Figure 3a, a series of concentrations of target
DNA were tested using procedures similar to those for
Figure 2. The concentrations for the target DNA stock
solution were 1 mM, 100 nM, 10 nM, 1 nM, 0 nM, and,
correspondingly, the ﬁnal concentrations of the target were
20 nM, 2 nM, 200 pM, 20 pM, 0 pM, respectively. It is
noteworthy that, in Figure 3a, only the time courses for the
nicking reactions were presented. For the construction of
the standard curve in ﬁgure 6a, eight ﬁnal concentrations
of the target were examined: 20 nM, 10 nM, 2 nM, 1 nM,
200 pM, 100 pM, 20 pM, 0 pM. The experiments were
repeated four times.
Hybridization assay
The assay was conducted using the same procedures as
those of the basic NESA in Figure 3a except for two
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changes. First, the volume of water added in the ﬁrst stage
was increased from 162 to 172 ml in order to keep the ﬁnal
concentration of each reaction component consistent with
those in the basic NESA. The other change was the
omission of the fourth stage, since nicking reaction was
not involved. In the end, 172 ml of water and 20 ml of NEB
buﬀer 3 was added in the ﬁrst stage; 4 ml of molecular
beacon 1 (10 mM) was added in the second stage; 4 ml of
target DNA stock solution of a speciﬁc concentration was
added in the third stage. Six stock solutions of target
DNA were used, 20 mM, 1 mM, 100 nM, 10 nM, 1 nM,
0 nM, which corresponds to six ﬁnal concentrations,
400 nM, 20 nM, 2 nM, 200 pM, 20 pM, 0 pM, respectively.
In Figure 3b, only the third stage, the time course for
hybridization, was presented.
RCA assay
Two steps were involved: ligation and polymerization. For
ligation, nine samples of target and arbitrary DNA were
prepared. First, a MaxMix solution was prepared which
includes all components for the ligation reaction except
for the target DNA and negative control oligonucleotides.
The components added into the MaxMix were 202.5 ml of
water, 45 ml of NEBuﬀer 3 (10), 4.5 ml of BSA (100),
45 ml of ATP (10 mM), 40.5 ml of DTT (100 mM), 4.5 ml of
padlock probe (100 nM), 13.5 ml of T4 ligase (400 U/ml).
The total volume of the MaxMix was 355.5 ml. Then, into
each of nine microcentrifuge tubes (0.5 ml), 39.5 ml of the
MaxMix was pipetted. Finally, 5 ml of each target DNA
with a speciﬁc concentration (seven stock solutions were
prepared: 10 nM, 1 nM, 100 pM, 10 pM, 5 pM, 1 pM,
0 pM) was added into each of seven of the nine tubes. Five
micro liters of the two arbitrary DNA (the concentration
is 1 nM for both) was added into each of the two
remaining tubes. This brought the total volume of each
sample to 44.5 ml. The samples were left at room
temperature for 20 min to ﬁnish the ligation, and heated
to 658C for 15 min to inactivate the T4 ligase. For
polymerization, unless speciﬁed, all of the following
operations were done at 48C to curb polymerization
before data collection. To the ligation mixture, 1.5 ml of
primer (100 nM), 1 ml of dNTP (25 mM for each deoxynucleoside triphosphate), 0.5 ml of molecular beacon 2
(15 mM) and 2.5 ml of phi29 DNA polymerase (10 U/ml)
were added, bringing the total volume of each sample to
50 ml. The ﬁnal concentrations of the common reaction
components were: 1 NEB buﬀer 3, 1 BSA, 1 mM ATP,
9 mM DTT, 0.5 mM each dNTP, 1 nM padlock probe,
3 nM primer, 0.5 U/ml phi29 DNA polymerase and
150 nM molecular beacon 2. The ﬁnal target concentration
for each of the seven target DNA samples is 1000 pM,
100 pM, 10 pM, 1 pM, 0.5 pM, 0.1 pM, 0 pM, respectively,
while the ﬁnal concentrations for the two arbitrary DNA
are both 1 nM. Nine microliters of each reaction mixture
was then pipetted into each of ﬁve speciﬁed wells in a
96-well real-time PCR plate. After all nine samples were
transferred into the 45 speciﬁed wells, the plate was
centrifuged (1000 g) for 2 min at 48C, and loaded onto a
MX3000 real-time PCR machine (Stratagene). Here, the
real-time PCR machine was used simply as a plate reader.

The ﬁlter set for Cy5 was chosen for excitation and
emission. The plate temperature was brought up to 378C
to start polymerization, and the ﬂuorescence intensity of
each sample well was monitored in real time for about 2 h.
The time courses of several samples are shown in ﬁgure 5a.
Extended NESA assay
After recording the polymerization process, the sample
plate was taken out and heated to 658C for 15 min to
inactivate phi29. The plate was then centrifuged at 1000 g
for 2 min, and put on ice. To each well containing a
sample, 1 ml of N.BstNB I (10 U/ml) was added. The plate
was then vortexed, and centrifuged at 1000 g at 48C for
2 min. The plate was put back into the real-time PCR
machine to monitor the nicking process at 558C. The
nicking reaction was followed and recorded for about 3 h.
Figure 5b shows the results of some samples.
Determination of detection limit
Here the detection limit is deﬁned as the concentration
of target that yields a net signal (total signal minus
background) equivalent to three times the standard
deviation of a series of replicates of background. Total
signal and background refer to ﬂuorescent intensity or
initial reaction speed of the reaction mixture with and
without target DNA, respectively. To determine the
detection limit, the target concentration was lowered
step by step until a concentration, Cx, was reached to yield
a total signal that was close to, yet still apparently higher
than, background. At this concentration, the total signal,
S, and the background, B, were both measured for n
times. The detection limit, Cl, was calculated according to
the following equation:
Cl ¼

3Cx
R

R is the ratio of the average net signal at Cx to the
standard deviation of the background:
n
P

R ¼ i¼1

ðSi  BiÞ
nD

D is the standard deviation of n measurements of
background. In this article, n = 4. For hybridization
assay, the total signal and background of each measurement refer to the average ﬂuorescence intensity for the last
100 time points in a time course with and without target,
respectively. For NESA and RCA assays, the total signal
and background refer to initial reaction speed in the
presence and absence of target, respectively.
RESULTS
Design of basic NESA
Figure 1 shows the principle of basic NESA. In NESA,
signal ampliﬁcation is achieved through target-dependent
cleavage of molecular beacons. A molecular beacon
cleavage assay was reported previously (48). In that
assay, molecular beacons were cleaved by various DNA
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nucleases, and the reaction could be followed in real time
by monitoring the ﬂuorescence intensity of molecular
beacons. The assay provides a convenient way to
characterize the activity of DNA nucleases and to study
the kinetics of the cleavage reaction of single-stranded
DNA. However, it cannot be used to detect DNA because
the cleavage reaction occurs in the absence of target DNA.
To link the cleavage of beacons to target DNA, we
improve the assay in such a way that the cleavage of
beacons is dependent on the hybridization between the
beacon and target. For this purpose, a special family of
restriction endonucleases, DNA nicking enzymes, is
introduced for beacon cleavage (49–51). DNA nicking
enzymes occur either naturally or via gene engineering.
Like normal restriction endonucleases, nicking enzymes
can recognize a speciﬁc sequence along a double-strand
DNA; however, they hydrolyze only one speciﬁc strand
instead of both strands, leaving a nick in the DNA. As
shown in Figure 1, a nicking enzyme recognition sequence
is embedded into the loop portion of a molecular beacon.
Unlike DNA nucleases used in the previous assay, nicking
enzymes do not cut single-stranded DNA. When the target
strand, which is designed to be complementary to the loop
portion of the beacon, hybridizes to the beacon, a full
recognition site forms for the nicking enzyme. The enzyme
can then bind to and nick the hybrid. While either strand
can be selected for cleavage, we chose the beacon strand to
cleave in order to achieve signal ampliﬁcation. After
nicking, the hybrid becomes less stable, and the cleaved
beacon dissociates from the target. The released target
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Figure 1. Working principle of basic NESA. Single-stranded target DNA
contains the recognition sequence of a nicking enzyme. A molecular
beacon is designed with its loop sequence complementary to the target.
When one target molecule hybridizes with one beacon molecule, a full
recognition site forms for the nicking enzyme to cleave the beacon strand.
The nicking enzyme binds to the hybrid, and makes a nick in the beacon
strand. After nicking, the complex dissociates, ﬁnishing one reaction
cycle. The net result of one reaction cycle is a cleaved molecular beacon.
The target molecule and nicking enzyme can be re-used for next cycle of
cleavage. This way, each target can go through many cycles, resulting in
cleavage of many beacon molecules. In each cycle, one target causes one
beacon molecule to open and ﬂuoresce, contributing one beacon signal.
After N (N is an integer) cycles, one target gives rise to N beacons signals,
achieving a linear signal ampliﬁcation.
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Figure 2. Time courses for basic NESA at target concentrations of
400 nM (a) and 2 nM (b), respectively. Each time course consists of
three stages: background of molecular beacon, hybridization and
nicking reaction. The gap between the stages corresponds to about
15 s during which the sample was taken out of the spectroﬂuorometer
and a new component added. The ﬁnal concentration of the molecular
beacon is 200 nM for both time courses.

strand can then hybridize to another beacon and initiate
the second cycle of cleavage. Eventually, each target strand
can go through many cycles, resulting in cleavage of many
beacons. In each cycle, the beacon opens upon binding to
the target, and the ﬂuorophore and quencher move away
from each other, restoring the ﬂuorescence of the
ﬂuorophore. After cleavage, the two fragments of the
cleaved beacon dissociate from the target and diﬀuse away
from each other, resulting in the complete separation of the
ﬂuorophore from the quencher. Thus, one target molecule
restores the ﬂuorescence of many beacons after an equal
number of cycles. In traditional hybridization assay, in
contrast, one target causes only one beacon to open to
ﬂuoresce. Therefore, what was an undetectable amount of
target to the traditional stoichiometric beacon may become
detectable through NESA.
Test basic NESA
To test the idea of NESA, ﬁrst we needed to choose a
nicking enzyme. There are only a limited number of
commercially available nicking enzymes. One of them,
N.BstNB I, has optimal activity at 558C, while the others
prefer 378C. Higher temperature should facilitate faster
hybridization and subsequent dissociation of DNA in a
nicking reaction. We compared the activity of three
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nicking enzymes, N.Bbvc IA, N.Bbvc IB and N.BstNB I,
at their optimal working temperature. As we expected,
N.BstNB I has the highest nicking activity, making it the
enzyme of choice. Based on the recognition sequence of
N.BstNB I, we designed the target and beacon with
artiﬁcial sequences. The beacon contains the N.BstNB I
recognition sequence in the middle of its loop portion. The
target is complementary to the loop sequence of the
beacon. Therefore, when the beacon and target hybridize,
a full recognition site for N.BstNB I forms.
We examined NESA reaction at diﬀerent target
concentrations by monitoring the ﬂuorescence intensity
of the beacon on a spectroﬂuorometer (Figure 2). To
better analyze NESA, we separated the initial hybridization stage from the nicking stage by postponing the
adding of N.BstNB I. That is, the nicking enzyme was not
added until the hybridization ﬁnished. Figure 2a shows
the time course for hybridization and nicking reaction
at high target concentration. The ﬁnal concentration
of the beacon and the target are 200 nM and 400 nM,
respectively. The time course started with the background
of the beacon. When an excess of target DNA was added
into the beacon solution, ﬂuorescence intensity immediately jumped to the maximum, indicating fast hybridization. The gap in the time course curve corresponds to a
period of time of about 15 s, during which the sample was
taken out of the spectroﬂuorometer, and target added. It
is noteworthy that the ﬂuorescence intensity decreased
slightly after the maximum point. The decrease is due to
the sticky ends pairing eﬀect reported previously (52). The
two arms of a stem change into sticky ends when a beacon
molecule hybridizes to its target using only its loop
portion. One hybrid’s sticky ends can hybridize to
another’s, bringing the ﬂuorophore and quencher together
again, thereby quenching ﬂuorescence. Many factors
inﬂuence the stability of the paired sticky ends, which
include temperature, ion strength, concentration of the
beacon, sequence and length of the sticky ends, etc. We
estimated, using the previously reported method, that
about 15% of beacons were involved in sticky end pairing
under our experimental conditions (52). At the ﬁnal stage
in Figure 2a, N.BstNB I was added after hybridization
ﬁnished. An additional 30% increase in ﬂuorescence
intensity was subsequently observed, suggesting that the
nicking reaction occurred, which completely separated the
ﬂuorophore and quencher.
The quenching in ﬂuorescence in Figure 2a occurs at
three levels, which correspond to the three levels of
separation between the ﬂuorophore and quencher: closed
state, hybrid state and cleaved state. At closed state, the
two moieties are kept in such a close proximity by the stem
that they two are actually in contact; at hybrid state, they
are separated by a rigid double helix in between; at cleaved
state, they are completely separated. Depending on the
distance between the ﬂuorophore and quencher, the
ﬂuorescence quenching mechanism has been interpreted
by two theories: exciton coupling (or contact quenching)
when the pair are in contact, and the Förster-type
ﬂuorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) when
they are separated by about 2–10 nm (53–56). Previous
study on many ﬂuorophore–quencher pairs indicates that
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the eﬃciency of quenching by exciton coupling is always
greater than that by FRET (54). At the closed state of the
beacon, exciton coupling is the predominating quenching
mechanism; at the hybrid state, the separation between the
two moieties is roughly 10.5 nm (presuming the two short
sticky ends are also straightened in the same direction of
the double helix in between, and that the length of the
linkers is neglected), bringing about weak FRET. In the
cleaved state, there is no signiﬁcant interaction between
the two moieties. Therefore, the quenching eﬃciency went
through three levels, high, low and zero, when the beacon
experienced closed, hybrid and cleaved state sequentially.
This explains the three levels of ﬂuorescence in Figure 2a.
This observation is consistent with the previous report
that cleaved beacons showed higher ﬂuorescence intensity
than hybridized beacons (48).
For the nicking reaction in Figure 2a, several more
points are noteworthy. First, the nicking reaction was
quick. The ﬂuorescence intensity plateaued right after
mixing, indicating that nearly all the beacons were cleaved
within 15 s. Second, in the cleaved state, the ﬂuorescence
intensity increased by about 5-fold, and this value is
signiﬁcantly lower than that reported previously (48). This
was mainly due to the high reaction temperature used,
558C, which caused some of the closed beacons to open up
even before the target molecules were added. Third, we
noticed that the intensity continued to increase slowly
after reaching a plateau. This might be caused by the
contamination of the N.BstNB I with DNA nucleases that
further cleaved the paired sticky ends. As mentioned
before, paired sticky ends should remain paired after the
beacons were nicked, because nicking did not destroy the
arm sequence of the beacons. However, these paired sticky
ends can be digested nonspeciﬁcally by DNA nucleases.
It can be seen from Figure 2a that, when the target
concentration is high, a hybridization assay can produce
enough signals for target detection. Thus, it is not
necessary to introduce the nicking reaction even though
nicking can further enhance the signal. We then lowered
the concentration of the target by 200 times, with a ﬁnal
concentration of 2 nM, to see whether we could still detect
the target. As shown in Figure 2b, no apparent increase in
ﬂuorescence intensity was observed when the target was
added. This showed that the target concentration was
already below the detection limit of the hybridization
assay. We then added N.BstNB I to the reaction mixture,
and a rise in ﬂuorescence intensity was visible instantaneously, signifying a quick cleavage of the beacons. This
indicates that 2 nM of the target became detectible
immediately after the nicking enzyme was added. The
intensity continued to increase until a plateau was reached
in about half an hour when all beacons were cleaved.
Upon completion of the nicking reaction, the ﬂuorescence
intensity was increased by nearly 5-fold, which is consistent with the ﬂuorescence enhancement in Figure 2a.
Since the molar ratio of the target to the beacon is 1:100,
we estimate that, on average, one target molecule led to
the cleavage of 100 beacon molecules. In conventional
hybridization assay, in contrast, one target molecule can
open only one beacon molecule. Considering as well that
the beacon in the cleaved state is brighter than the beacon
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Figure 3. Test of the detection limit of basic NESA and traditional
hybridization assay. Time courses were recorded for each assay at a
series of dilutions of the target. (a) Time courses for basic NESA.
(b) Time courses for hybridization.

in the hybrid state, the signal ampliﬁcation in Figure 2b is
actually more than 100-fold compared to the hybridization assay. This shows how NESA enables the otherwise
undetectable amount of target detectible. Moreover, the
assay is target speciﬁc. DNA of random sequence failed to
produce a signiﬁcant signal change (Figure 2S, supplementary data).
We subsequently examined the detection limit of the
basic NESA assay. In Figure 3a, we recorded more time
courses for the cleavage reaction at a series of dilutions of
the target. The ﬂuorescent signal was not recorded until
after the nicking enzyme was added. With the target
concentration decreasing, the nicking reaction slowed
down. The half reaction time (time required to cleave 50%
of the beacons) increased from 0.7 to 7 min and 73 min
when the target concentration decreased from 20 to 2 nM
and 200 pM, respectively. When the target concentration
decreases by 10-fold, the half reaction time increases by
about 10-fold, suggesting that the cleavage speed is
proportional to the concentration of the target. This is
not surprising if we envision these targets as ‘mobile

catalytic sites’ for the nicking reaction to occur: the less
the catalytic sites, the slower the nicking speed. When the
target concentration dropped to 20 pM, we did not see
apparent changes in ﬂuorescent signal, compared to 0 pM
(negative control), until after 1 h. The slow signal increase
in the 0 pM time course might reﬂect the contamination of
the nicking enzyme by DNA nucleases, as we mentioned
before. We repeated four times the time courses for 20 pM
and 0 pM samples, and estimated the detection limit for
basic NESA to be about 6.2 pM.
We are interested in N, the average number of beacon
molecules cleaved by each target molecule for each time
course experiment in Figure 3a. For target concentrations
of 20 nM and 2 nM, all beacons were cleaved at the end
of data collection. Given the beacon concentration of
200 nM for all time courses, N was calculated to be about
10 and 100, respectively. When the target concentration
decreased to 200 pM, about 58% of beacons were cleaved
after 2 h, and N reached 580. At a target concentration of
20 pM, only 5.4% of beacons were cleaved, and N was
estimated to be 540 beacons. It is worth mentioning that
the number of beacons degraded by nonspeciﬁc cleavage
(as indicated by the 0 pM time course) was subtracted from
the total number of cleaved beacons in the calculation. N
does not further increase when target concentration
decreases from 200 to 20 pM, suggesting that the target
molecules were already saturated by substrates in both
cases. Judging from the trend of the 200 pM and 20 pM
time course curves, more beacons would be cleaved with
increasing time. Therefore, the maximum of N should be
larger than the numbers we obtained here.
To compare our results with the hybridization assay, we
also recorded time courses for hybridization at diﬀerent
target dilutions (Figure 3b). The detection limit was
calculated to be about 4.2 nM for the hybridization assay.
Thus, the sensitivity of molecular beacon was improved by
nearly 700-fold through NESA. This enhancement in
sensitivity is consistent with the number of molecular
beacons one target can cleave, considering the additional
increase in ﬂuorescence intensity when the beacons went
from hybrid state to cleaved state.
Design of extended NESA
While basic NESA showed much higher sensitivity than
hybridization assay, it is not applicable to all sequences.
Basic NESA requires that the target should contain the
recognition sequence of a nicking enzyme. To overcome
this limitation, we improved basic NESA into extended
NESA. In the extended version, an isothermal DNA
replication technique, RCA, is adopted (57–60). RCA is
used as a ‘bridge’ to connect basic NESA and the target of
any sequence. This is because RCA can be designed to
recognize any target sequence of interest. Moreover, its
ampliﬁcation capacity provides an additional level of
ampliﬁcation to further enhance the sensitivity.
Figure 4 shows the principle of the extended NESA.
Compared to basic NESA in Figure 1, the extended assay
includes four more elements: DNA padlock probe, DNA
ligase, DNA polymerase and primer. Padlock probe is a
single-stranded DNA oligonucleotide that hybridizes to
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two segments placed in opposite orientation at each end of
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hybridization to occur. After hybridization, a nick forms,
and is sealed by DNA ligase, resulting in a circular
padlock probe with two ends connected covalently. The
unbound single-stranded region facilitates probe circularization, and permits primer binding so that polymerase
can replicate the circle. RCA is an isothermal process in
which the polymerase progresses continuously around the
loop until the same circle sequence has been duplicated
many times, resulting in a long single-stranded DNA
consisting of tandem repeats of the complementary sequence of the padlock probe. In extended NESA,
the sequence of a molecular beacon is embedded into the
padlock probe. Thus, RCA product contains many copies
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Figure 4. Working principle of extended NESA. Basic NESA is
integrated with rolling circle ampliﬁcation (RCA), in order to recognize
target DNA of any sequence of interest. The central element in RCA is
the padlock probe, which contains, at its two ends, a target recognition
sequence, and, in the middle, a sequence (green color) identical to that
of the major portion (loop plus one arm) of a molecular beacon. The
molecular beacon contains a nicking enzyme recognition sequence.
Extended NESA includes three sequential steps: ligation, polymerization and nicking. At ligation step, a padlock probe hybridizes at two
ends to target DNA and is circularized by DNA ligase. At
polymerization step, a primer binds to the circularized padlock probe,
and is extended by DNA polymerase, producing a long single-stranded
DNA composed of tandem copies of the complementary sequence of
the padlock probe, with each copy containing a complementary
sequence (red color) for the molecular beacon. At nicking step, each
red color sequence, like the target sequence in basic NESA, acts as a
mobile catalytic site, and leads to the nicking of many molecular
beacons in the presence of nicking enzymes. To be consistent with the
terms used in the basic nicking assay, we designated the target DNA as
the primary target, and the red color sequence in the RCA product the
secondary target. In extended NESA, the primary target does not need
to contain nicking enzyme recognition sequence. Extended NESA has
two levels of signal ampliﬁcation: each primary target induces many
secondary targets through RCA, and each secondary target brings
about cleavage of many beacon molecules.
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Figure 5. Time course of extended NESA at various target concentration. All time courses are divided into two stages: RCA (a) and nicking
(b). RCA was conducted without the nicking enzyme, and nicking
reaction started after the nicking enzyme was added into the ﬁnished
RCA reaction mixture. Seven concentrations of target were examined:
1 nM, 100 pM, 10 pM, 1 pM, 0.5 pM, 0.1 pM, 0. In (a), target
concentrations <10 pM are not shown since they were not detectable.
In (b), target concentrations >10 pM are omitted because the majority
of beacon molecules were already opened at RCA stage.

of the sequence that is complementary to the beacon, and
each copy can hybridize with one beacon molecule. The
beacon is designed to include a recognition sequence for a
nicking enzyme. So when the nicking enzyme is added,
beacons can be nicked simultaneously at many sites along
the single-stranded DNA. In basic NESA, one target
DNA acts as one nicking site; in extended NESA, one
target DNA produces many nicking sites through RCA,
adding one more level of signal ampliﬁcation. The two
ends of the padlock probe can be changed to any
sequence, as long as the padlock probe does not form
severe secondary structure, to recognize any target of
interest. Thus, the sequence limitation in basic NESA is no
longer a problem in extended NESA.
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Test extended NESA
As a proof of principle, we used extended NESA to detect
a synthetic DNA target. The target is a 40-base DNA
oligonucleotide of an artiﬁcial sequence. A padlock probe,
a primer and a beacon were designed accordingly.
The recognition sequence of N. BstNB I was included in
the probe and the beacon. We conducted the extended
assay in two major stages. In the ﬁrst stage, we followed
the RCA reaction in the absence of nicking enzymes, and
the result was shown in Figure 5a. In the second stage, we
added the nicking enzyme to the ﬁnished RCA reaction
mixture to record the nicking process, with results shown
in Figure 5b. Nine samples were examined. Seven of them
contain target DNA at diﬀerent dilutions: 1000 pM,
100 pM, 10 pM, 1 pM, 0.5 pM, 0.1 pM and 0 pM. The
other two contain DNA of random sequences, both at
1 nM, to replace the target DNA. The samples went
through ligation step ﬁrst, in the presence of padlock
probe, target DNA and T4 DNA ligase. Following that,
phi29 DNA polymerase, primer and beacon were added to
start RCA reaction. The observation of RCA was
performed on a real-time PCR machine (here the machine
was used simply as a plate reader) with all samples loaded
into microwells of a plastic 96-well PCR plate. After RCA
reaction, the nicking enzyme was added into each sample
to observe the nicking reaction.
Figure 5a shows the time courses of RCA with diﬀerent
target concentrations. Taking the 1 nM time course as one
example, the ﬂuorescence intensity increased almost
linearly with time until it reached a plateau in about
100 min. The increase in ﬂuorescence intensity indicates
that polymerization and hybridization were going on. The
ﬂuorescence intensity plateaued because the beacons were
used up, as conﬁrmed by a control experiment in which
the intensity continued to increase linearly when more
beacons were added into the ﬁnished RCA reaction
mixture (data not shown). The fact that it took about 2 h
for all the beacons to hybridize suggests that polymerization, instead of hybridization, is the speed-limiting step,
since the hybridization step could be much quicker if there
was enough polymerization product. Actually, hybridization took <1 min after the beacons were added into a
RCA reaction mixture that had proceeded for 3 h without
beacons (data not shown). The quick hybridization made
it possible to follow RCA process in real time without
signiﬁcant delay. Thus, the increase in ﬂuorescence
intensity in Figure 4a is proportional to the speed of
RCA process. Because RCA is a linear ampliﬁcation
technique, the ﬂuorescence intensity increased linearly. It
is noteworthy that, at the initial stage of RCA, the
increase in ﬂuorescence intensity is slower. This may
reﬂect the time to form polymerase–template–primer
complex plus the time to make the ﬁrst copy of the
RCA probe (the ﬁrst copy was not available for
hybridization until it dissociated from RCA probe after
the ﬁrst cycle).
As expected, the increase in ﬂuorescence intensity slowed
down when the target concentration was reduced. At
100 pM, there were enough beacon molecules to follow the
polymerization during the entire time of recording, as
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evidenced by the linearity of the whole time course curve.
From the 100 pM time course curve, the average length of
the RCA product can be estimated. At the end of the
polymerization, about 17% of beacon molecules were
opened. Given 100 pM of the target and 150 nM of the
beacon, one target led to the opening of about 255 beacons
in average. This means that the signal has been ampliﬁed
by 255-fold, compared to the traditional hybridization
assay. If we presume that one target led to one RCA
product (one single-stranded DNA molecule) and that the
beacon hybridization eﬃciency was 100%, then, in order to
open 255 beacon molecules, each RCA product molecule
should contain 255 copies of the padlock probe sequence.
Since each padlock probe has 93 nt, the RCA product is
estimated to be 23 kb long in average. The length of the
RCA product would increase linearly with time, as
indicated by the trend in the 100 pM time course curve.
Previous study indicates that several thousand copies of
padlock probe could be made in overnight RCA reaction
(60). When the target concentration dropped down to
10 pM, the signal became close to background (0 pM).
When the concentration further decreased to 1 pM,
0.5 pM, 0.1 pM or when the target DNA was replaced by
DNA of random sequences, the signal could not be
distinguished from the background (data not shown). To
determine the detection limit, we repeated four times the
time courses for 10 pM and 0 pM samples. The detection
limit for RCA was estimated to be about 6.5 pM.
After RCA step, we added N.BstNB I into each sample
to start the nicking reaction. Through nicking, the
ﬂuorescent signal for the target of low concentrations
was dramatically increased. Figure 5b shows the time
courses of nicking reactions for the target at 10 pM and
lower concentrations. The target of 10 pM, which was
barely detectible by RCA (Figure 5a), induced quick
increase in ﬂuorescence intensity in the nicking step.
The signal plateaued in about half an hour. Similar to the
trend demonstrated for basic NESA in Figure 3a, the
increase in ﬂuorescence intensity slowed down with
the dilution of the target. The signal became close to
background (0 pM sample) when the target concentration
dropped to 100 fM. After repeating the time courses for
the 100 fM and control samples four times each, we
calculated a detection limit of 85 fM. When target DNA
was replaced by DNA of random sequences, the time
courses were indistinguishable from those of the background (data not shown), indicating sequence speciﬁcity
of the extended assay.
A steady-state kinetic model of NESA
As can be seen from the reaction mechanism proposed in
Figure 1, basic NESA includes two catalysts: one is the
nicking enzyme, and the other one is the target DNA that
helps cleave the beacon but is not consumed by the overall
reaction. Hence, this is a reaction system with two enzymes
and one substrate. Moreover, multiple distinct reaction
steps are involved. As a result, basic NESA is more
complicated than traditional ‘Michaelis–Menten’ system.
Therefore, it is necessary to build a new kinetic model
in order to understand the kinetics of the NESA assay.
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Here, we propose Model 1 for the steady-state kinetics of
basic NESA reaction.
In this model, beacon molecules (B) are converted into
ﬁnal products, the cleaved fragments, B1 and B2 (If B1
represents the ﬂuorophore bearing piece, B2 stands for the
quencher bearing piece, and vice versa), through six steps:
(i) B and target molecule (T) form a hybrid (BT).
(ii) Nicking enzyme (E) binds BT, forming a complex
(EBT).
(iii) E cleaves B into two pieces, B1 and B2, converting
EBT into a new complex, EB1TB2.
(iv) E dissociates from EB1TB2, leading to free E and a
3-in-1 hybrid (B1TB2).
(v) B1TB2 dissociates, with B1 and B2 dissociating from T
independently, leaving a 2-in-1 hybrid (B1T or TB2).
(vi) Independently, B1T and TB2 dissociate and form
the ﬁnal products, B1 and B2, with free T released.
The terms, k1 to k6, are rate constants for the
forward reaction of each step; k–1, k–2, k–4, k–5, k–6,
are rate constants for the corresponding backward
reaction. Since we presume that B1 and B2 dissociate
from T independently, the rate constant for each
dissociation is considered unchanged irrespective of
whether the dissociation occurs in 2-in-1 or in 3-in-1
complex. It is noteworthy that we have considered
the reverse reactions of all steps except the third step.
Even though there is a theoretical possibility that the
nicking enzyme can act as a ligase, we believe its ligation
activity must be overwhelmed by its nicking activity,
supported by our failure to detect any ligated product
from the nicked fragments using N. BstNB I (data
not shown).
Model 1 can be simpliﬁed by ignoring the reverse
reactions for the last two steps, as shown in Model 2.
These reverse reactions are negligible for two reasons.
First, for an appropriately designed beacon, B1 and B2 are
too short to hybridize back to T under the reaction

temperature. Second, we are mainly interested in the
initial stage of the steady state, at which the concentrations of B1 and B2 are very low.
If B is present at signiﬁcantly higher concentration
than T, which was the case in our experiments, then, after
the reaction components are mixed, the reaction system
will move quickly from pre-steady state to steady state. At
steady state, the concentration of each intermediate species
is a constant at short time scale. For each species,
therefore, the rate of formation and the rate of breakdown
are equal. Given the six intermediate species in the model,
we have
k1 ½B½T þ k2 ½EBT ¼ ðk1 þ k2 ½EÞ½BT

ð1Þ

k2 ½E½BT ¼ ðk2 þ k3 Þ½EBT
k3 ½EBT þ k4 ½E½B1 TB2  ¼ k4 ½EB1 TB2 

ð2Þ
ð3Þ

k4 ½EB1 TB2  ¼ ðk5 þ k6 þ k4 ½EÞ½B1 TB2 

ð4Þ

k6 ½B1 TB2  ¼ k5 ½B1 T
k5 ½B1 TB2  ¼ k6 ½TB2 

ð5Þ
ð6Þ

Consider
the
concentrations

following

relationship

among

½E ¼ ½Et   ½EBT  ½EB1 TB2 
½T ¼ ½Tt   ½BT  ½EBT  ½EB1 TB2 

ð7Þ

 ½B1 TB2   ½B1 T  ½TB2 

ð8Þ

Here [Et] and [Tt] are the total concentration of E and T,
respectively. In NESA, we keep both [Bt] (the total
concentration of B) and [Et] signiﬁcantly higher than [Tt].
Therefore,
½E ¼ ½Et   ½EBT  ½EB1 TB2   ½Et 

ð9Þ
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Substitute Equations (8) and (9) into the group of
Equations (1) through (6), and rearrange, then

Equation (17) becomes

ðk1 ½B þ k1 þ k2 ½Et Þ½BT þ ðk1 ½B  k2 Þ

K is a pseudo ﬁrst-order rate constant which is dependent
on [B] and [Et].
Equation (18) indicates that the steady-state reaction
rate of NESA is proportional to the total concentration of
the target when [B] and [Et] are ﬁxed. This is consistent
with our previous observation and reasoning on the
relationship between target concentration and the half
reaction time (Figure 3). One application of this linear
relationship is that target DNA can be quantiﬁed by
measuring reaction rate.

½EBT þ k1 ½B½EB1 TB2  þ k1 ½B½B1 TB2 
þ k1 ½B½B1 T þ k1 ½B½TB2  ¼ k1 ½Tt ½B

ð10Þ

k2 ½Et ½BT  ðk2 þ k3 Þ½EBT ¼ 0
k3 ½EBT  k4 ½EB1 TB2  þ k4 ½Et ½B1 TB2  ¼ 0

ð11Þ
ð12Þ

k4 ½EB1 TB2   ðk4 ½Et  þ k5 þ k6 Þ½B1 TB2  ¼ 0

ð13Þ

k6 ½B1 TB2   k5 ½B1 T ¼ 0
k5 ½B1 TB2   k6 ½TB2  ¼ 0

ð14Þ
ð15Þ

Solving this system of equations, we get the analytical solutions for all six intermediate species, among
which,
k2 ½Et ½Tt 
k þk
9
½EBT ¼ 8 k1 ½Bþk1 þk2 ½Et  k2 ½Et  2 3
<
=
þ
k1 ½B
k2 þk3



: k1 ½Bk2 þ k3 ðk4 ½Et þk5 þk6 Þ þ k3 1 þ k5 þ k6 ;
k4 ðk5 þk6 Þ
k1 ½B
k5 þk6
k6
k5

ð16Þ
Hence, we get reaction rate
V ¼ k3 ½EBT
¼8
<
:



k1 ½Bk2
k1 ½B

k2 k3 ½Et ½Tt 
k2 þk3
k1 ½Bþk1 þk2 ½Et 
t
þ kk22 ½E
k1 ½B
þk3

9
=



½Et þk5 þk6 Þ
3
þ k3 ðk4
þ k5kþk
1 þ kk56 þ kk65 ;
k4 ðk5 þk6 Þ
6

k1 k2 k3 k4 ðk5 þ k6 Þ½B½Et ½Tt 
¼8
9
k
k
½B½E

ððk3 þ k4 Þðk5 þ k6 Þ
>
>
=
< 1 2  t


k5
k6
þk3 k4 1 þ k6 þ k5 þ k3 k4 ½Et 
>
>
;
:
þk4 ðk5 þ k6 Þððk1 ½B þ k1 Þðk2 þ k3 Þ þ k2 k3 ½Et Þ
ð17Þ
This equation indicates that the steady-state reaction
rate of NESA is a function of [B], [Et], [Tt] and all nine
rate constants. Once E, B, T and experimental conditions
are chosen, all rate constants become ﬁxed. Then V
changes with only [B], [Et] and [Tt]. To better understand the kinetics of NESA, we have discussed how V
changes with [Tt], [B], [Et], independantly (supplementary
data).
If we deﬁne
k1 k2 k3 k4 ðk5 þ k6 Þ½B½Et 
K¼8
9
< k1 k2 ½B½E
=
 t ððk3 þ k4 Þðk5 þ k6 Þ 
þk3 k4 1 þ kk56 þ kk65 þ k3 k4 ½Et 
:
;
þk4 ðk5 þ k6 Þððk1 ½B þ k1 Þðk2 þ k3 Þ þ k2 k3 ½Et Þ

V ¼ K½Tt 

ð18Þ

Quantitation of target DNA using initial reaction rate
In previous ﬁgures, we have shown the time courses of
basic and extended NESA on diﬀerent concentrations of
target DNA. To use NESA to quantify target of unknown
concentration, one straightforward method is to record
standard time courses of NESA for known concentrations
of serially diluted target, and compare with them the time
course of the unknown. However, this method is time
consuming and less accurate.
A better method for target quantitation is to construct
standard curves with the reaction rate of NESA. Equation
(18) indicates that the steady-state reaction rate of NESA
is proportional to the concentration of the target.
Reaction rates can be measured for known concentrations
of serially diluted target, and plotted against the
concentrations. A standard curve can be obtained by
ﬁtting the data points with linear regression. Once the
reaction rate is measured for an unknown, its concentration can be estimated graphically from the standard
curve or calculated numerically from the equation of
the standard curve. Compared with the ﬁrst one, this
method is more accurate since it takes the advantage of the
linear relationship between the reaction rate and target
concentration. Also, it is more convenient, since only a
small part of each time course is needed to measure the
reaction rate.
In principle, reaction rate at any stage of a time course
can be used for the construction of standard curves. For
several reasons, however, reaction rate at initial stage (V0)
is much more preferred. First, measuring V0 requires
only the beginning part of the time course, saving time.
Second, in Equation (18), K is a function of [B], and,
therefore, [B] should be ﬁxed in order for K to be treated as
a constant. For those time course fragments from which
reaction rates are calculated, care should be taken that [B]s
are the same. This is easy for V0 measurement since all [B]s
at initial stages equals to [Bt]. For late stage measurement,
however, additional measurement is necessary to make
sure that the remaining [B] are the same throughout all
time course fragments. Third, at late stage, Equation (18)
may not hold well (at least not proven yet). At late stage,
more product accumulate, weakening one of the two
prerequisites for the simpliﬁcation from Model 1 to
Model 2.
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For initial stage, Equation (18) changes to
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To construct a standard curve, [Tt] may span several
orders of magnitudes, which necessitates log transformation of the variables. The mathematical basis of a
standard curve can be derived by taking the logarithm of
Equation (19):

R2 = 0.9935

ð20Þ

Let
x ¼ Logð½Tt Þ
y ¼ LogðV0 Þ

ð21Þ
ð22Þ

b ¼ LogðK0 Þ

ð23Þ

y = 0.9763x + 0.7786

−10
Log (V(Ms-1)

LogðV0 Þ ¼ Logð½Tt Þ þ LogðK0 Þ

−9

(b)

−11
−12

−13
−14

−13

Log (C(M))

Equation (20) becomes
y¼xþb

ð24Þ

Equation (24) indicates that,, for a series of [V0]s and [Tt]s
that follow Equation (19), if we plot [V0] versus [Tt] in
their logarithm, we should get a straight line with slope as
1 and intercept as Log(K0).
For basic NESA, we measured [V0] for a series of
dilutions of target DNA. Figure 6a shows the plot of
Log([V0]) versus Log([Tt]). The data points were ﬁtted to
a straight line, the standard curve, using least square
linear regression. The coeﬃcient of determination, R2, is
0.9813, indicating a good ﬁtting.
The equation of the standard curve is
y¼ 1:0352x  0:6914

Apply Equation (19) to extended NESA,
0

V0 ¼ K0 ½St 

ð28Þ

0

K 0 is the pseudo ﬁrst-order rate constant for the nicking
reaction in extended NESA.
Substitute Equation (27) into Equation (28),

ð26Þ

V0 ¼ mK0 ½Tt 

0

This indicates that, within the limits of experimental error,
[V0] is proportional to [Tt]. Therefore, we have experimentally veriﬁed the linear relationship expressed in
Equations (18) and (19), and, accordingly, determined
K0 to be 0.2 s1.
In extended NESA, the substrate of the nicking enzyme
is the secondary target (T’) instead of the primary target
(T), as shown in Figure 4. Each T0 molecule is a long
single-stranded DNA containing many beacon-binding
sites. If beacon-binding site is represented by S, and m is
the average number of beacon-binding sites induced by
one T molecule, then the total concentration of S is
½St  ¼ m½Tt 

Figure 6. Construction of standard curves using initial reaction rate.
The two charts are double log plots of initial reaction rate (V0) and
target concentration (C) for basic NESA (a) and extended NESA (b),
respectively. Each data point represents the average of four measurements, with the error bar standing for standard deviation. The data points
were ﬁtted with least square linear regression. Shown above each trend
line are equation and coeﬃcient of determination. In each equation, x and
y stand for Log(C) and Log (V0), respectively. The slopes of the trend lines
are close to 1 in both tests, verifying the linear relationship between the
initial reaction rate and target concentration.

ð25Þ

According to equations (20–23), it follows
½V0   0:2½Tt 

−12

ð27Þ

00

ð29Þ

0

Let K0 ¼ mK0 , then
00

V0 ¼ K0 ½Tt 

ð30Þ

Equation (30) indicates that the linear relationship
between V0 and [Tt] also holds for extended NESA.
Similar to what we did for basic NESA, we have
measured V0 on a series of [Tt] for extended NESA.
Figure 6b shows the double log plot and linear ﬁtting.
R-squared is 0.9935, induced by one T molecule. The slope
of the standard curve is close to 1,
verifying the linear
00
and
[T
].
K
was
calculated to be
relationship between
V
0
t
0
00
0
6 s1. Since K0 ¼ mK0 , and m was estimated to be about
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Specificity of NESA
As mentioned earlier, NESA showed high speciﬁcity in
distinguishing target from random sequence. Now we
move one step further to check the speciﬁcity of NESA
under more stringent condition: perfect target versus
imperfect targets that bear a point mutation. Each
imperfect target carries only one single base mutation.
A series of imperfect targets were made by introducing
single base mutations at diﬀerent positions. Each mutation was made by replacing the original base with its
complementary one. Then we tested the response of
NESA to all these targets. V0 was calculated for each
target. Both basic and extended NESA were examined,
with the results presented in Figure 7.
In Figure 7a, the perfect target and six mutants are
compared in term of V0 in basic NESA. The perfect target
is the same as the one used in Figures 2 and 3. The
mutation position for each mutant is indicated alphabetically. It can be seen that V0 is highly dependent on the
position of mutation. Although mutation a, b, c and d are
all from C to G, they have dramatically diﬀerent eﬀect on
V0. Compared to the reaction rate for the perfect target,
V0 dropped by 35, 76, 37 and 3-fold, respectively, for
mutant a, b, c and d. V0 decreased due to one or both of
the two eﬀects of mutation: (i) directly disturbing the
enzyme binding and/or nicking sites, and (ii) lowering the
stability of the target–beacon hybrid. If we presume an allor-none mechanism for the formation of target–beacon
duplex, the position of a mutation has little eﬀect on the
stability of the duplex, as long as the mutation is not at the
very end, which is the case for mutant a, b, c and d (2).
As a result, the second eﬀect of mutation is roughly the
same for all four C-to-G mutations. Then the ﬁrst eﬀect
of mutation should account for the diﬀerence in V0.
Mutation b occurs at the center of the enzyme binding
site, resulting in the largest drop in V0. Mutation a is at the

(a) 1.4

3′-…T-C-G-T-C-C-T-G-C-C-T-G-A-G-T-A…-5′
5-A-G-C-A-G-G-A-C-G-G-A-C-T-C-A-T-3′
f
d
c
b a e

1.2

V0 (a.u.)

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
P

a

b

c
Targets

d

e

f

3′-...C - C - T - C - C T - A - C - A - A…-5′
5′-…G - G - A - G - G - A - T - G - T - T…-3′
−2 −1 1 2 3 4

(b) 1.4
1.2
1
V0 (a.u.)

255 previously
(discussion on Figure 5), we have
0
determined K0 to be 0.0240 s1.
We have noticed that K0 is eight times smaller than K0.
This means the nicking reaction on the RCA product is
8-fold slower than that on the oligonucleotide target. This
discrepancy mainly arises from the diﬀerence in size
between oligonucleotide targets and T0 molecules.
Compared to an oligonucleotide, the much larger size of
T0 molecules has three eﬀects on the reaction kinetics: it
slows down the diﬀusion and rotation of T0 molecules,
reduces speed of their conformational change (intramolecular rotation and vibration), and exerts steric hindrance.
All three eﬀects decelerate the nicking reaction.
With the standard curves constructed, the concentration
of an unknown can be determined as described previously.
As a demonstration, we have determined the concentration
of a blind sample using extended NESA. V0 was measured
four times using the same procedure as that used for constructing the standard curve. Four measurements gave an
average reaction rate of 2.35 Ms–1. Substituting this value
into the equation in Figure 6b, we get the calculated concentration, 2.07 pM. The expected value of the blind sample
turned out to be 2 pM. The relative error is about 4%.
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0.8
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−1

1
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4

Targets
Figure 7. Detection of single base mutation. All mutations were made
by substituting the original base by its complementary base. Initial
reaction rates for perfect target (P) and various mutants were
compared. (a) Basic NESA. Beacon 1 was used. The sequences of
beacon 1 (gray) and the target (black) are shown at the top of the
chart. N.BstNB I recognition sequence is underlined. The position of
mutation is labeled alphabetically. (b) Extended NESA. At the top of
the chart is part of the sequence of the hybrid between the target
(black) and padlock probe (gray) near the nick. Mutation positions are
numbered. The nick in the padlock probe was sealed by either T4 ligase
or E. coli ligase. After rolling circle polymerization, cleavage reaction
was carried out, and beacon 2 was used to monitor the cleavage
reaction. Two groups of results (gray and black) are presented. T4
ligase was used to obtain the gray group results, and E. coli ligase used
to obtain the black group. Each datum is the average of four
measurements, and the error bar is the standard deviation.

edge of the binding site, leading to less drop in V0.
Surprisingly, although mutation c is at neither binding site
nor nicking site, its eﬀect is as strong as that of mutation a,
probably because it can inﬂuence both binding and
nickings. Lacking the detailed structural information of
the enzyme, we cannot predict the interaction between the
nucleosides at position c and the surrounding amino acids.
It was proposed previously that N.BstNBI has two
structural domains: the N-terminal domain for DNA
binding and the C-terminal domain for DNA cleavage.
Position c is at the linker region between the binding site
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and nicking site, and the mismatch ‘bubble’ causes the
linker region ﬂoppy. We guess the ﬂoppy nature of the
mismatched linker region weakens the coupling between
binding and cleavage, and, as a result, slows down the
cleavage rate. Further work is necessary to conﬁrm this
guess. Mutation d is the furthest from the binding site, and
is also out of the linker region. It has the least inﬂuence on
V0 among the four C-to-G mutations. Yet it still causes
signiﬁcant drop, about 74%, in the speed of nicking,
probably due to its inﬂuence on the stability of the duplex
as well as its close proximity to the nicking site.
Mutation e and f are A-to-T and T-to-A mutation,
respectively, at the ends of the target. Their inﬂuence on
the stability is minor. Mutation f is far away from both
binding site and nicking site, which explains why mutation
f did not cause any decrease in nicking speed. Mutation e
is only one base away from the binding site, giving rise to a
45% drop in speed.
In Figure 7b, the perfect target and six mutants are
compared in term of V0 in extended NESA. Two DNA
ligases, T4 ligase and Escherichia coli ligase, are used in the
ligation step to circularize padlock probes. It can be seen
that, in general, E. coli ligase is much more sensitive to
mutation than T4 ligase. When E. coli ligase was used, all
mutations around the nick site, from position –2 to 3, led
to undetectable speed, indicating that ligation was almost
completely blocked. When T4 ligase was used, in contrast,
even mutations right next to the nick, at position +1 and
–1, could not eﬃciently inhibit the ligation. This suggests
that E. coli ligase is the enzyme of choice for single
nucleotide polymorphism assay.
DISCUSSION
We have explored a new signal ampliﬁcation mechanism
to improve the sensitivity of molecular beacons. The
unique advantage of molecular beacons over traditional
nucleic acids probes lies in their ‘switching-on’ working
mode: they do not ﬂuoresce brightly until they hybridize
to the target molecules (1). Such working feature enables
real-time, direct detection of nucleic acids. Although the
intrinsic simplicity and convenience makes direct detection
attractive, the sensitivity of direct detection is limited,
normally around nanomolar range (23,24). Detection of
DNA/RNA of lower concentrations necessitates indirect
detection, which involves target ampliﬁcation. Actually,
the majority of applications of molecular beacons have
been based on real-time PCR, one popular version of
indirect detection using PCR to amplify the target.
Together with other real-time PCR probes, such as
TaqMan, molecular beacons have contributed to many
real-time PCR works aimed at various purposes, from
pathogen quantitation to gene mutation detection (3). In
contrast, direct detection has found limited applications
due to its relatively low sensitivity. Recently, instead of
target ampliﬁcation, signal ampliﬁcation has been introduced in an attempt to boost the sensitivity of direct
detection (46,47). Two catalytic beacons have been
designed to achieve signal ampliﬁcation. However, for
various reasons, these two catalytic beacons failed to
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produce sensitivity higher than conventional molecular
beacons. In this article, we have described a diﬀerent
signal ampliﬁcation mechanism, NESA, to signiﬁcantly
raise the sensitivity of molecular beacons.
It is worthwhile to compare NESA with the aforementioned two catalytic beacons (46,47). While all three
methods exploited signal ampliﬁcation for DNA detection, NESA is quite diﬀerent from the other two in term of
the mechanism to amplify the signal. Both catalytic
beacons are DNA enzymes consisting of a beacon
module and a catalytic module, and the hybridization of
target to the beacon module restores the activity of the
otherwise inactive catalytic module, converting the substrate, either labeled DNA oligonucleotide or small
molecule, into a product that gives out ﬂuorescent or
UV absorption signal. In basic NESA, in contrast,
beacons themselves are used as the substrate, a protein
enzyme is recruited to cleave beacons, and each target
molecule acts as a mobile catalytic site. In extended
NESA, one more level of signal ampliﬁcation is added by
converting primary targets into secondary targets through
RCA. Diﬀerent signal ampliﬁcation mechanism produced
dramatically diﬀerent sensitivity of detection. The two
catalytic beacons oﬀer detection limit of 2 nM and
200 nM, respectively (46,47); in contrast, NESA can
detect DNA down to several picomolar or even
<100 fM, which is lower by 3–6 orders of magnitude.
Though our focus was to develop basic and extended
NESA in this report, hybridization assay and RCA assay
were also examined. It is worthy to compare the detection
limit of the four assays. The detection limit is 4.2 nM for
hybridization, 6.3 pM for basic NESA, 6.5 pM for RCA
and 85 fM for extended NESA. Basic NESA and RCA
assays have comparable detection limits, which are nearly
three orders of magnitude lower than that of the
traditional hybridization assay. Extended NESA, which
combines basic nicking and RCA assay, further lowers the
detection limit by nearly 2 orders of magnitude. Therefore,
the extended NESA not only makes it possible to detect
any target sequence of interest, it also signiﬁcantly
improved the sensitivity of basic NESA.
Two factors are important to the success of observing
the extended NESA. The ﬁrst is the design of the beacon.
Other authors have monitored RCA reaction using
molecular beacons previously (61). They observed two
phenomena. One is that molecular beacons went through
severe sticky end pairing if only the loop portion was
involved in the hybridization process. The other observation is that the 30 -50 exonuclease activity of phi29 DNA
polymerase caused nonspeciﬁc digestion of molecular
beacons, leading to RCA-independent rise in ﬂuorescence.
The sticky end pairing they observed is more severe than
our observation in Figure 2 and in our previous report
(52). This is because, in RCA, sticky end pairing is
facilitated by the interaction between neighboring beacons
binding to the same single-stranded DNA (61). To avoid
sticky end pairing, one solution is to make one arm of
the beacon also complementary to the target (52,61,63);
to avoid nonspeciﬁc digestion, 20 -O-Methyl-RNA bases
can be used to replace DNA for the synthesis of molecular
beacons (29–31,45,61,62). Here we adopted these two
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strategies in designing our beacon. It is noteworthy that
only the 30 arm of our beacon was made with 20 -O-MethylRNA bases, because previous study indicated that 30
modiﬁcation provided enough protection to the beacon
(61). The second factor to the success of the extended assay
is the primer design. In the extended NESA, the padlock
probe was designed to be complementary to the whole
target oligonucleotide, so the target itself can initiate
polymerization even without a primer. However, a primer
was still necessary at the polymerization step in order to
prevent the hybridization of unused padlock probes to the
single-stranded RCA product. When the target concentration is lower than the padlock probe concentration, only a
part of the padlock probe will be circularized at the ligation
step. At the polymerization step, the unused probes will
hybridize to the RCA product and subsequently block the
binding of molecular beacons. This will decrease the
sensitivity of the assay, especially when the target concentration is much lower than the probe concentration, in
which case almost all of the probes remain unused. In
addition, the primer should extend all the way into the
target-binding region until the 30 end of the padlock probe
in order to turn the whole padlock probe into doublestranded form. If the primer does not cover the 30 end of
the padlock probe, the 30 end of the unused probes will
remain single-stranded and hybridize to the RCA product.
Even though the 30 end of the probe does not share the
same binding site with the beacon, probe binding can cause
steric hindrance that will discourage the hybridization of
the beacon to the RCA product.
The sensitivity of NESA can be further improved by
optimizing the assay system. In principle, any change will
help as long as it can enhance the diﬀerence between signal
and background. The background can be suppressed by
improving the design of molecular beacons and the purity
of nicking enzyme preparation. More eﬃcient quencher
and more stable stem-and-loop structure will lower
background ﬂuorescence; less contamination of nicking
enzyme by DNA nucleases will reduce nonspeciﬁc
digestion of molecular beacon. The signal can be increased
in several ways. Using brighter ﬂuorophore to synthesize
beacons is one choice. Another apparent yet less attractive
approach is to prolong the reaction time, since both RCA
and nicking reactions showed a linear increase in
ﬂuorescent signal when the target concentration was low
(Figure 5). A more attractive approach is to increase the
speed of RCA and nicking reaction, which is worth further
discussion. As can be seen from Equation (17), the speed
of nicking is a function all nine rate constants and the
concentrations of target, beacon and enzyme. The rate
constants are determined by the nature (including
structure and sequence) of the three species and the
experimental conditions (such as temperature, buﬀer
composition, etc.). So eventually the speed of nicking is
a function of the nature and concentrations of the three
species as well as experimental conditions. Similarly, the
speed of RCA should be a function of the nature and
concentrations of DNA polymerase, padlock probe and
dNTP as well as experimental conditions. A systematic
optimization of all of these factors should result in a
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signiﬁcant increase in the speed of both nicking and RCA
reactions.
To accelerate nicking, for example, we have examined
the eﬀect of the length of probe sequences that ﬂank the
binding-and-nicking region. It can be seen from Figure 1
and Model 1 or 2 that the overall nicking reaction includes
three major steps: hybridization, cleavage and dissociation. The ﬂanking sequences have signiﬁcant impact on
the value(s) of the rate constant(s) of each step, because
they inﬂuence the aﬃnity between the two complementary
strands as well as the aﬃnity between the enzyme and
the substrate. If the change in ﬂanking bases leads
to acceleration of the rate-limiting step, the overall
reaction speed will increase. In our preliminary results,
a 50-fold increase in the speed of nicking was achieved
by simply tuning the length of ﬂanking sequences
(Supplementary Data).
Aside from high sensitivity, NESA, in its extended
version, oﬀers several other advantages. First, it has very
high speciﬁcity, as demonstrated in Figure 7, which
originated from the ligation step in RCA, and enables
the detection of single-nucleotide diﬀerences in the target
sequence (59,64–66). Second, only one molecular beacon
is needed for many diﬀerent targets, because padlock
probes can be designed to contain the same beacon
sequence in the middle and diﬀerent target recognition
sequences at both ends. Third, RNA can also be detected
because padlock probes can be circularized using RNA as
templates (66–68). Finally, compared to PCR, NESA is an
isothermal assay, which eliminates the requirement of
thermal cycling. These features should make the extended
NESA useful for various applications involving the
detection of nucleic acids, for example, parallel analysis
of SNP of a large number of genes.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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